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0. Introduction 
In this paper we study a conjecture due t~ A. Martin. This conjecture concerns 
~he countable models of complete theories ia countable, finitary languages, It is a 
strengthening of the Vaught conjecture, ad~king to that conjecture the conclusion 
that theories with fewer than 2 ~o countable models must have models which are 
describable up to isomorphism in a simple infinitary extension of L~. 
We begin with a discussion of Vaught's ct njecture and some of the work which 
has led in a natural way to Martin's conject xre. Throughout the following, L,~ is 
a countable hmguage and all models are a~ mined to be countable. 
Vaught's Con]eeture. If T is a complete the ,ry in L~, then T has eitt:er countably 
many or 2 ~,, countable models. 
Vaught's conjecture is perhaps best un, ierstood in the context of two main 
results. First, there is Vaught's theorem th ~t a complete, consistent theory T in 
L,.~, carl have exactly n countable models t )r n < ¢0 iff n # 0 or 2 [12]. Secondly, 
there is a theorem of Morley [7], which states that if T has more than ~ 
countable models it must have 2 ~% of thegn. These two results leave open the 
question of whether steh a theory can ha~e exactly Nt countable models, which 
thus becomes the key 7~oint of Vaught's conjecture. 
Morley bases his argument on the well-:Jlown result of descriptive set theory 
that an uncountable analytic set has power 2 ~-. He uses this property as follows. 
Suppose L' is a countable fragment of Jt ~,0,. Morley shows that the space of 
completions of T with respect o L' is an analytic set--in fact it is a complete, 
separable metric space [6]--~and therefore aas 2 t% or countably many points. 
Morley then ~tssurr~es that T has fewer tt an 2 ~,' countable models. This enables 
him to use the above mentioned fact al>t~t t analytic sets to define an increasing 
sequence {L~},~..:.,~ of countable fragments extending L~, which contains Scott 
sentences for all countable models of T. ,',lace the Scott sentences characterize 
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these models up to isomorphism, it follows that T has on~ countably many 
countable models iff there is a bound a <tot on the Scott ranks. 
This approach to the problem led in a natural way to attempts to use 
meta-recursion theory to obtain the desired ~ouvtds. Such attempts however, do 
not in general distinguish between PCt_ ~tnd EC~ . Since there are known 
examples ot~ projective classes with exactly Nt co~mtable models, such techniques 
are unlikely to succeed. A few special case.,; of Vaught's conjecture have been 
successfully proved by means of these ideas (see Steel [11]), but only very large 
countable l:,ounds have been obtained) 
An alternative approach to the problem is to attempt to find a ~l~w arithmetic 
bound on the Scott ranks for models of such theo~'ries. This is the ide~ contained in 
Martin's c¢,njecture, which essentially state.,, that the lowest poss!:~.de bound is 
achieved. 
Martin's Con|ecture. Let T be a complete co~'Mstent theory in L~. Eefine Lt(T) to 
be the smallest fragment of I_~, containing I.~, Lt{A,pE p ~(~)lp¢ L(T), n <,~}. 
For 9~ a model of T, let Tt(~,I) be the complele theory of ~t in the la¢~guage LdT). 
Then, if T has fewer than 2 ~o countable modek~, T~(9.1) is ~o-categorical for all 
countable models ~ of T. 
It is not hard to see that if T has fewer than 2 ~ countable models and satisfies 
Martin's conjecture, then tV, e Scott ranks of all ceuntable models of T are ~<~o + to. 
Thus, by Morley's result, Martin's conjecture implies Vaught's conjecture. 
Martin's conjecture can be strengthened by "~dding to its conclusio~t he 
statement that ff T has 2 ~o countable models, the~ T has 2 ~o distinct completions 
in I_q(T). We refer to this version as the strong Mart~n conjecture. 
The following :~eemingly natural vm'iant of Martin's conjecture ~aas also been 
suggested: If T is such that S,,(T) is countable for all n<to, and if T' ~s any 
completion of T with respect o lr.t(T), then T' is Ng-categorical or it has 2 ~o 
coumable models. This form of the conjecture can be seen te be false by 
con,ddering the theory T of an equivalence r lation with infinitely many equival- 
ence clas~';es, each containing a model of an algebraically closed field of charac- 
teristic zero. 
In this paper we present evidence for Martin's conjecture by l~-roving the 
following results. 
Theorem 2.1. Let T be an to-stable theory with fewer than 2 ~, coumable 
models. Then, if 9~ T and ~ has no infinite sets of indiscernibles, T~(~) is 
Ro-categorical, 
Theorem 2.2. There is an t0-stable theor2¢ T such that, for every t~ < to~, there 
is a model 9~ having no infinite sets of indiscernibles and the Scott rank of ~t. is 
greater than or equal to ct. 
1 Other specific lasses of elementary theori~ have been shown to satisfy Vaugl~t'~ conjecture by
rather different methods. See Miller [5] and Rubln [9]. 
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Theorem 3.1. If T is a theory of linear ~:)rder with a countable set of unary 
relations, ther T satisfies the strong Martin conjecture. 
Theorem 3.3, If T is a theory of one unary operation, then T satisfies the 
strong Martin conjecture. 
Theorem 4.1. If T is a theory of trees :rod T has fewer than 2 so countable 
models, then the Scott rank of any model ~?~ of T is strictly less than t0 2. 
Although we do not prove Martin's conje~.'ture for the theories of trees, we do 
obtain a low arithmetic bound for the Sco~:t ranks when T has fewer than 2 so 
countable models. The arguments and results in that chapter avoid the use of 
admissible set~, which were used by Steel ia related work [11]. 
The results contained in this paper suggest hat meta-recursion theory should 
have nothing to do with the solution to the Vaught conjecture. In fact, it appears 
likely that either the strong Martin conjectur~ is valid or, failing that, the Scott 
ranks for theories with fewer than 2 s,, c ,  antable models have a very low 
arithmetic bound. 
1 want to thank M, Morley for his assist,~ :e in this work. I would also like to 
thank A. Nerode at~d P. Kahn for their a~viee, and D, Lascar for pointing out 
some errors i~ an earlier version. 
1. PreUmianr~es 
In this section we give a summary of tl~e notation and concepts used in this 
paper. The reader is assumed to be familim with the basic concepts of a predicate 
calculus. All languages L below are count ble. If 9.1 = (A, R~), i e / ,  is a set with 
relations ~ corresponding to the relation s¢mbols in L, then 9~ is an L-.~tructure. 
[~ll is the universe of ~I. T(~) is the set of s::ntences in /~ satisfied by ~[. T(~, tl) 
is the set of ~entences true in .~ from tht enlarged language L - -  which has a 
constant added for each element of & If d .~ ~ t~,tl is a sequence of length n then the 
type of ~ with respect o X c_ I~iI, written t~(a, X) is the set of formulas with free 
variables among v0 . . . . .  v~_~ and paramet~ rs from X which are satisfied by t~ in 
~.l. S~(T), n < to, is the set of all n-types ir all models of T. 
If ~1 is an L-structure and toeL~,~, t len  tea(d) means that ~ satisfies the 
formula ~ in ~Jae stnlcture ~. This is used fc,r clarity when a is a sequence in more 
than one structure. 
If ~p~L~,,~ with one free variable then Oil, ={aciNI l~,~(a)} and .91~ is the 
substructure of ~I with universe l~q~. If • i~ a set of formulas in one free variable, 
then [~t ,={a~lg . I i i ?~(a)  for all q~t l}.  If R is an n-ary relation in the 
structure ~[, then R ~ = {t~ ~ I~ll" I -~  R(til}. If q~, ~b e L~,~, q~ having one free vari- 
able, then q~-~ is the formula q~ with all tuantifiers retativized to q~(y). 
The notatkm I(T, No) is used below as a [10] to be the number of countable 
nonisomorphic models of T. 
The concepts of totally transcendental a ~d superstable theories are used in this 
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paper. It is assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of the~ a. ~[n particular, 
we assume familiarity with the fact that an ordinal valued rank ca~: ['e defined on 
all points in tile Stone spaces of superstabte theories. We refer to ~he U-rank 
defined by Lascar below. For information regarding this see [3]. 
A se~ X ~ 1911", where 91 is a model of a superstable theory 7'. is called a 
maximum independent set with respect o p ff the foltoxving hold: 
(i) p~S,(T) for some n<~o; 
(ii) p = tp(d) for ~11 t~ ~ X; 
(iii) U(tp(a, X-{d})) = U(p) for all a ~ X; 
(iv) if 6e  1911"-x with p = tp(t~), then U(tp(~, X ) )< U(p). 
We define a fra~m, nent L' of L,~,,o as in [2], Fo~: a complete theory T in L~, and 
91 a countable model of T, LI(T) and T1(~[) are defined as in the stat,~ment of
Martin's conjecture above. We extend the notion of n-t3q~es to irtch~de types for 
complete theories in countable fragments of L,,~, (see [6]). 
Some knowledge of the fundamental theorems of model the,ary got L~,.,,o is 
assumed below. In particular, the reader Should be famillzr ~ith Scott's 
Isomorphism Theorem and the Ryll-Nardzewski Theorem for theori~s in counta- 
ble fragments of Lo,,o. We use repeatedly the tact that, for a th,~,ry T in a 
countable fragment of L,o,,,, T has a prime model iff the isolated points are dense 
in S,~(T) L.," all n <~9. For more information regarding these the,arems see [2]. 
For q~ e L,o~,~ we define the quantifier rank of ~9, qr(q~), by induction as fellows: 
(i) qr(q~)= 0 for q~ atomic; 
(ii) qr(-nq~) = qr(q~); 
(iii) q r (A~ q~) = qr(V,p~,~ q~) = sup{qr(~) t q) ~ ~}; 
(iv) qr(3x~) = qr0gx~0) =qr(q~) + 1. 
For a < ~,~, let L~ be the subset of L~ containing all formulas c~f quantifier 
rank less than or equal to a. Two structures 91 and ~ are said to be o~-ec, uivalent, 
91=-~ ,  if they satisfy the same formulas of L,,~. If 91 is a substructu:~e c~f ~ such 
that the embedding map preserves all formulas in L,, we write 91-~.~. Similar 
definitions apply for the language L~ in place of L~. Note that if 91---:-: ...... ~,  then 
91 ---~, ~, where L~ = L~(T(91)). 
Given two L-structures 91 and ~,  it is useful to note that 91-=~ '~ o'r 211 ~-~,~ iff 
Player II has a winning strategy in appropriate games. The game corr,esponding to 
a-equivalence is the usual Ehrenfeucht game if a ~< ~o. For a > ~o the game is as 
follows. At each stage player I picks an ordinal and an element from ~ or ~.  The 
ordinals must be such that a>a~>a~ . . . .  >c~. Player II ~he~ selects an 
element frora the model not chosen by I. Player iI has a winning stralegy if he can 
always select the elements o as to keep the sequence,'~ isomorphic [1 lit. Note that 
the game is still a finite game, but its length is not pre-determined. 
The game corresponding to L~-equivalence is similar to the Eh~'enfeucht 
n-games. In each game player I selects a finite set S of formulas which ~re either 
atomic or ot! the form p(~) for some p~S, (T )  and n <o~. ~llae play~:~s ~.hen play 
the usual n-game. Player II has a winning strategy if he can keep the sequences 
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isomorphic with respect to all the formults in S. The proof that this is the 
appropriate game is essentially the same as :he proof of the original Ehrenfeueht 
games [1]. 
The use of games to prove a-equivaleace gives a proof of the following 
theorem due to Steel which is used frequer:tly below. 
" lhcorn~ 1.1 [11, Remark 1.5.4]. Suppose 9:l and ~3 are L-structures, where for 
s~mpli¢ity L has one binary relation symbol ~:. Let ~, ~ be partitions of I~[I and [~[, 
and ~r.~r ~to~z so that ~ A~.~((A,  Ra)~<*r(A),Rm>). Suppose further that 
whenever (A, R ~, a>---~0<~r(A), R ~, c> and (~, R ~, b ) -~o < vr( B ), R ~, d> and A ~ B, 
then R~(a, b) ~ Rm(e, d). Then ~.I =-~ ~3. 
The proof of Theorem •. 1 makes use of ~ rbitrary Scott sentences for countable 
structures. Thus we make the following dis~ inctions. If ?i is a countable model of 
T, then a Scott ~ntence for .~! is a sentenc~ in Lo,,~ which charact,erizes 9I up to 
i. omorphism. We denote by sr(~) the min.i v I there is a Scott sentence for ,~[ of 
citlantifier rank v}. A minimal Scott senter~ is a Scott sentence with quantifier 
rank sr(~[). 
To obtain the canonical Scott rank, define by induction on a a formula q~(fi) 
for each ~ E I~i", where t3 = (vl, 02 . . . . .  v,) as follows: 
~(v)  = {0(~) I 0 is atomic or the negatic~n of an atomic formula and 9A g 0(a)}, 
.~ (v~ A (3t,.+xc0~.b(e,v.+0)^Vv.~ V *a.b( ,v.÷0, 
be l~ l  be l~ l l  
q~(0)= A ¢~(v) for a a limit ordinz~. 
Let u be the least ordinal such that for all a ~ 19~[", 9.1 
, v, (¢¢a (v)---, ~0a (v)). Then the canonical Scott sentence is VI ) I  ~192, , , ,  ~ ~, - . v+ l  - 
¢~ ^  A (vo,. v2 . . . . .  t,.)(¢0~ e)--, ~oV~(6)), 
rt ,e:o~ 
and v is the canonical Scott rank. We der_ 3re this by csr(~(). 
The quantifier rank of the canonical Scot~ sentence is v + w. By noting as in [11] 
that u is the least ordinal such that Vn V ~:~  I~ll', v @~ I~t" 
it is easy to see that csr(.~I)~<sr(gI)+~o. 
With these ideas in mind we obtain the f(.llowing theorem which will be used 
below. The proof is an easy exercise. 
.Theorem 1.2. Let T be a theory with only finitely many countable models. Then 
there is an n <¢o such that for all countabl:; models 9~ of T, csr(9.1)~<¢o • n. 
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2. Scott ranl~ of models ot o~-stable fl~teori~ w~Jfl~ no inii~aite sets ol in~,~ce:mtble~ 
In this section we study the Scott ranks of models of to-stable thcorie'~ which 
contain no infinite sets of indiscernibles. We reach two different conclusions 
according to whether I(Ro, T )< 2 ~° or I(~0, T )= 2 ~. 
Theorem 2.1 states that when I(~o, T) < 2 ~,~, the countable models c.f T w~th no 
infinite sets of indiscernibles atisfy the conclusion of Martin's Conjecture. 
Theorem 2.2 shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2ol does not necessarily hold 
if I(R0, T )= 2 ~o. Instead, there is an a~-stable theory T such that the Scott rznks 
of the modeb; of T containing no infinite sets of indiscernibles are bc,unded only 
by to~. 
Theorem 2.1o Let T be a complete to-stable theory such that/(No, T) < 2 ~,,. L~,t ~I 
be a countable model of T having no infinite ~ets of indisceraibles. T~en T~(9~) is 
No-categorical. 
Proof. The theorem is proved by inductio;a on the ranks of the types p in S,,(T), 
for n < ~ and T as follows. All theories T mentioned below are to-stable theories 
in languages of the form L' = L t_J {a}, where L is a fixed countable lani.,uage ai~d 
is a finite se~ of constants. All models ,~re countable models of such theories 
having ~o infinite sets of indiscernibles. 
The inductive hypothesis for rank a is: If T and ~ are as above, p 'e  
S,(Ta(~I)),peS,(T) with p '~p and U(p)<a,  then p' is an isolated p oiht. We 
proceed by induction on the rank of p, over all such T, .~1~ and p'. 
Let at -= 0, ,~lt~ T and p ~ S,(T) such that U(p)= 0. Then p is an isolated poii~t in 
S,(T) and for some k < to there are exactly k distinct sequences realizing p in any 
model of T. Thus p has at most k extensic.ns p' in S,(T~(~)), all 6f which must be 
isolated. 
Suppose the inductive hypothesis holds for the ordinal t~>t). Let pc  
S,(T), U(p)= a, and T and ~l as above. B~ the conditions on ~, there is an 
N=N(p)<to  such that ~d has a maximum independent set of elements with 
respect o p of cardinality N. 
Let q~N(.~) be the formula in L~(T) which slates that 2 is a maxhnu:m indepen- 
dent set of elements realizing p. Then T~(9~)~::12 q~N(Y:). 
Consider the clopen set th~ ~ S,~(Tx(P~)) determined by the formula #,~,(.~). S in~ 
Tx(~) has fewer than 2 so countable models, t¢N contains only a countable number 
of pcint~, Thus ~0N contains an isolated point q. Let q be isolated by the fornaula 
ON(~). "Ihen 
T~(P~) ~~!~ 0N(.~) A~¢.~ (0~ (£') --~ q~N (-~)). 
Let ~c  t?l[ be a ~equence such tha~ ~?~0~(~). Enlarge L to L' by adding a 
constant for each element of ti. Note that T(Pt, fi) also has fe~ver tha~ 2 "o 
countable models. 
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l..~'~t p' be an extension of p in S,,(T~(~rl)) aild t~[ ' >- L, ~l realize p' at the sequence 
c7. Let ?5 realize the point Pl in S,(T(~t, ~)) nd p'~ in S,(TI(~I, d)). Since 8 is a 
maximum independent set with respect o : in 9/, the same is true for 8 in .9I'. 
Thus U(pt )<a and, by induction, p[ is an solated point. 
Suppose p~ is isolated by the formula ~(~' 6)e L{(T($I, ~)). We claim that p' is 
isolated by the formula 
~¢(~)~3.~ (ON(Y~)A~O( ~,~)) in L T) .  
Note that ~(~),z7 pL Now suppose that 3'( ;)E p'. Then 3"(~7)~ P~ and PI'~3,(~). It
follow~ that 
T~(9~[, ,~)I:V~ [e~(fi)/x qt(~, 5) --~ 3,( ;~)]. 
Since ~ is a new set of constants and the cemplete type of ~ in T~(PI) is given by 
the formula ON, 
This proves the claim. 
It follows that all points p in S,(7"~(Pl) are isolated points and so T~(?~) is 
N~rcategorical. 
Theorem 2.1 raises the following ques:ion: Suppose that T is an to-stable 
theory with 2 ~,, countable models, and that :i[ is a countable model of T which has 
~o infinite sets of indiseernibles. What can be said about the Scott rank of 91? 
One possible conjecture is that the Scot ranks are bounded by some function 
of the rank of T as an to-stable theory, W~ show here that this is not the case. In 
fact, it is possible to find a fixed theory T fc r which the Scott ranks of models ~;[ as 
above can be arbitrarily high. More precisely: 
Theorem 2.2. There is an to-stable theory T such that, for every a <to~. T has a 
countable rnode~ ~I,, with no i~qnite sets o ~ indiscernibles, and sr(~l,)~ . 
Proof. The theory described below is thai of a countably branching tree with a 
lezst element, s~:ch that each node lies at i finite level and the set of nodes lying 
directly above any given one forms a mod::l of the successor relation. 
Let L be the language containing (i) ar infinite set of unary relation symbols 
{/]i}~<~,, (ii) an infinite set of binary relatio :~ symbols {~}~i<,o and (iii) the binary 
relation symbols S and '= ' .  
Let T be a ~heory in the language L such that all models of T satisfy the 
following prope~ies. 
(1) For each 0 < i < to, U~ is a unary rel~ tion witt: infinitely many elements. U0 
is a unary relation containing a single ele:aefft. 
(2) For all i. ] < to with i :fi j, U~ n U~ = ¢ 
(3) The binary relations F~ are projectica functions in the models of T. That is, 
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for l~<i<to, F~:U~---~ °"t° UH.  In the discussion below we will at times use 
function notation for these relations. 
(4) The binary relation S is a subset of (l~[l :: 1~I)-(1U0l x IUot) for an:y model ~[ 
of T. S is a successor relation with no cycles, that is, if xd Uo, then x has a unique 
successor and a unique predecessor. Furthermore, the successor elation holds 
only for pairs of elements lyina in the same t.~. So, for all 1~<i< 
to, TI-Vx Vy (S(x, y)) ---> (U,[x) ~- U,(y)). 
(5) If xa  U~, for i<to, then F-l(x) i-' t~ model of the theory of the success~or 
relation without cycles. 
T is complete. T has as a prime model the structure containing on121 standard 
models of the successor relation and all elen~ents lying ~n some U~. 
We claim that T is to-stable. For let ~7 with I1~11--~o. Let pESt(St) with p 
not realized in ~[. If U~(x)e p for some i<: to, then p is completely determined by 
giving its relationship to the elements in U~.o[~I[~ with respect to 
{F~ . . . . .  F~}, S, and equality. If U~(x)d p for ai~l i<to, then, since p is not realized 
in ~, we must also have -aS(x, a) and -aS(a, x) in p for all a ~ [~[l- Th'as there is 
only one such point p. It follows that IIS,(9~)il~o and T is to-stable. 
We now prove the theorem by constructing two sequences of :aaodeL of 
T, {9.I,},~<~,~ and {~,,}~,~<,~, such that, for e~ch ~t, ~1~ and ~,, contain no ilifin~te 
sets of indiscernibles, ~ -~ ~ but 9A~ i~ not isomorphic to ~,~. At each stage of 
the construction, the models have the following two propert,_'es: 
(i) F:,~(x) contains at most two copies of ~*+to for all i<o  and all x in the 
model, and 
(ii) if x is in one of the models, then ;c e Ui for some i < to. 
The foUowing notation is uzeful for doing the construction. ~.:or 9I~T, 
a~ U~, let 92(a) be the substructure of ~ with universe [.~(a)l={y[y = a v 
(V~>~ b]+~ . . . . .  ~(y)  = a)}. This will be refe~xed to as 'the tree abow~ a'.  N~te 
that, except for a change of names, the tree above a is again a model of T. 
Fo;r ct = to, let ~,~ be the prime model of T. To construct ~, ,  place two copies of 
to*+~ in U~-. For bel.jt,~<~U~., let F-~(b) be a standard model of the 
successo~ function, and let every element e~f ~,~ be in U~- for some i. qlaen 
9~0, ---~ ~o,, both models have no infini.ze s~ ts o~ indiscernibles and satisfy (0 and (ii) 
above, but 9~0, ± ~,,: 
Suppose the models ~ and ~a having the desired properties have been 
constructed for all ~ ~<ct. We n~w construct ~,~a and ~,~+a- 
' ~r Form the structure 9I" from ~ by letting [~[=l . to[ ,  U~:=U~ fer 1-~:-i< 
to, F~ '= F~_~ for 2~<i <to, and S ~2= S ~,. Obtain ~" from ~,  in the ~ame w~y. 
Note that 9A" =-, ~, .  Let a Uo -÷~ a~d Uo ~-~, each contain a single eleme~t. Place a 
single copy of to*+to in U~ ~ and another copy in U~.~-. Identify ea~:h of these 
with Z, associating each element of /.)~ .... and U~ . . . .  ~vith an n ~2~. Call these 
elements ~ and ~ respectively. 
We construct the rest of ~+~ by making ~,+~(c~) isomorphic to ~ if n ~ 0 and 
9.1~+~(Co) isomorphic to ~ ' .  Similarly, t~,+~(d~)=~' if n~ 0, and f~(d~3 ~~.  
By the construction, ~I~+~ is not isomorphic to ~a+t and both satisfy (i) and (ii). 
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It is left to show that 91,÷1 m,,*l ~ ,÷t  This :~ done by showing that player II has a 
winning strategy in the a + l game, Fhis s~rategy is as follows. 
At stage one, player I selects the ordinal a and picks an xt ~ ]~÷1[ or ]~+tl. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that x~ = at ~ N.÷tl. 
Player II defines a function g : ~' --* Z in addition to picking an eleaaent. 
Case 1. aa ~ Uo. Player II selects the sin~e element in Uo ~-*, and lets g be the 
identity map. In this case player I has 6m;tly wasted a move, 
Case 2. a~q(c , )  where n~0.  Thea since ~d~+t(c~,)---~+t(d0), player II 
lets b~ be the corresp, mding element in ~,  ~(do) and lets g be the automorphism 
of 2~ such that g(n)= 0, 
Case 3. a~ ~,)I,+a(co). Then 21~.,.l(c0)---~+l(d0. So player II selects bx as the 
corresponding element in ~3~.~(dt) and de:rues g as the automorphism of 77 such 
that g(0)= 1. 
The function g which pt,tyer II has defned in stage one now determines the 
correspondence b tween the two models ,vhich will be used by player II at all 
later stages of the game. Note that the co~ respoodence is such that the elements 
already chosen are in isomorphic parts of l~ae models and all other corresponding 
parts of the form ~I~.t(c~) and ~+~(d~) a:e a-equivalent. 
From stage two on player II uses the fo,lowing strategy+ If player I selects the 
element in Uo %+; player H picks the corresponding element in Uo ~-+,. If player I
picks an element in ~.÷1(c.) and ~.l,,+t(c~ ---~,,+l(dmt,,~) then player II picks the 
corresponding element in ~3,,+t(d~<.>). If p!ayer I selects an element in 92~+1(c~) 
and ~,,+t(c~) is a-equivalent to (but not is~ morphic to) ~,~+t(d,t.>), then player II 
plays the cx game on these two substructu: es, using the winning strategy for that 
game to select he new element. Essential y the same strategy is used if player I
selects an element from ~.+t- 
Since the fut~ction g preserves the succ,ssor elation, and si~ 2e the ath game 
must preserve the relations U~ and F~, pl ~yer II has a winning strategy for the 
a + l game. 
Suppose the models ~I~ and ~¢ have be, n constructed for all/3 < a, where a is 
a limit ordinal with all 9Is and ~ ha 'ing the desired properties. We now 
construct ~*1~ and ~.  
Let {a~}~<,o bea strictly increasing seque ace of ordinals with lhnit t~. Let I and J 
be infinite sequences of zeros and ones, th~ sequences being ordered by to*, Select 
I and J so that both have infinitely many zeros and infinitely many ones, 
The sequences I and J are to be th, ught of as binary representations of 
nonstandard integers. For nEto, let I+ ,~( I -n )  be the sequence obtained by 
adding (subtracting) the binary represent~ ion for n to (from) L Define J • n in 
the same way. Note that, for each n ~ to, i ± n is again a sequence with infinitely 
many zeus and infinitely many ones. Wi~h these definitions in mind we further 
require that I ± n # J for all n ~ to. 
The models ~rl. and ~,~ are constructed by ¢,oding I and J into them in such a 
way that they cannot be recovered by a s~atcment with quantifier rank <a. 
Let Ut contain a standard model of the successor relation for both .~,, and ~3,,. 
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Identify a copy of Z with the elements in IJ~- and similarly for U~,. Use this 
identification to label the elements as/2. and a~ respectively. 
For each i<~,  let 9d" be the strucl~t~re with universe [~'~,[ =t~,~I.,l and with 
relations S ~:' -S  ~'~, for i~>l, [.~:~ = U~.,, for i~0 ,  and F~;-= F~.,, for i~  1. 
Obtain ~,,  from ~ in the same way. 
For each ne2~ let F~(c~) and F~(d . )  be standard models of the successor 
relation. We wish to plant copies of the models ~[" and ~'~, above the elements in 
F~(c . )  and F~](d~) so as to reflect the value of I+n  and J+n  resl~:ctively. 
For every integer n, identify one copy of ~' with the elements of F21(Cn) and 
another with the elements of F~(d . ) ,  Call these elements am and "" "" b.~ respectively, 
for m~Tt. 
Construct ~(c . )  in the following way. If m ~<0 let 9~.(a~) be isoraorphic to 
~'~o- For m >0,  let 9~.(a~) be isomorphic to 9/"  if the ruth digit in I+  n is a zero, 
where the digits are counted going from right to left. Otherwise let '~l.(a~) be 
isomorphic to ~ ' , .  Construct ~(d~)  in the same way, simply replac ing/+ n by 
J + n above. 
By the construction and the fact that I+  n ~ J for any standard integer n, ~(. is 
not isomorphic to ~ and both satisfy properties (i) and (ii) above. 
It is now necessary to prove that ~[,,:-=. ~ .  This is the same as proving that 
~,~-~a~. for all /3 <a.  The proof is dc, ne by using Theorem 1. t and the 
observation that if I+  m and 3+ n have the same initial segment of len!~th k, then 
the trees above cm and d. are t~-equivalent. 
Let/3 < a. Select an N< o~ such that cq~ ~>/3. We prove that 9.l~, ~ ~,~. 
For any m <~o there are exactly 2" dislinct sequences of zeroes and ones of 
length m. Furthermore, as k varies over 71, ( J+ k)l.~ must take on all 2" of these 
values in a pattern of period 2", the order of the sequences in the wltern being 
independent of 3. Using this fact, let k ~. Z ,~uch that I1~ = (J + k)l~. Then, for any 
n~,  we also have ( I+ n)lr~ =( J+k+n) ]~,  
Partition ~.1~ into the disjoint subsets Uo ao and ~.(~,(c,.) for all m ~ ~'. I),a the same 
for ~ and dm for all m ~.2~. Let ~r(U~*)= U~o ~,. Let rr(~I.(c~))=~i~(d~,.). Then 
rr(U~o)=U~o ~ and ~r(9/,(c,,))~,,,,~d,~(c~,). Furthermore, the relations Fi and S 
satisfy the condition on the relation R in the statement of Theor,:m L1. 
Applying Theorem 1.1 we can conclude that ~,, -~  ~ and hence ~I~ ~ ~3~. 
Thus ~ -= ~ and the theorem is pr(we~. 
3. The strong Martin conjecture for t~h~e tl~leories o~ a linear order 
and the theories of one unmT oge~lfion 
The theories of linear orders with a countable sel of unary relatio~as and the 
theories of one unary ¢~peration have been shown by Rubin [9] and Miller [5], 
respectively, to satisfy the Vaught conjecture. We show here that the meth(Ms 
which they use can be extended to obtain the strong Martin con jectvre for both 
classes of theories. 
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~. l~rem 3.1. l~:t T be a theory of a linea; order with a countable set of unary 
reia~ions, {Ui}~<,,~ then the strong Martin cot@crate is valid [or T, 
Proof. We giw~. here a sketch of the proof supplying complete details only for 
that part which is useci to obtaiz~ our result i l  Section 4. For a complete proof see 
[13], All models in the following proof are countable. 
Ruoin's argument proceeds by breaking !he models of T into specific convex 
pieces. He then analyzes both the pieces and the ways in which they can fit 
together to obtain his result. 
The proof that the strong Martin conjectu :'e holds for these theories follows this 
analysis and shows that Lt(T) is sufticientl ¢ rich to capture the essential ingre- 
dients. The discussion below parallels the p:oof done by Rubin in the first half of 
Section 6 of his paper. 
If liS.(T)II > x0 for any n < to, then the th ~orem is trivially true. So we assume 
that IISn(T)I] is countable for ~.11 n. This meats that Lt(T) is a countable fragment 
of L,o,,,. 
The foUowing notation will be used as it [9]. The abbreviation SA stands for 
"selfadditive', ~r  stands for the set of convex filters, and, if .~[~T,~,a = 
{~I, ] qb ~ ~T and [~[Io#0} is the set of ker~,els of ~L 
The arguments for the cases in whicl- all models of T are SA use the 
constructions ,done by Rubin plus the folio ring two observations. 
(i) For every formula , ~ Lo,~ there is a formula Xo ~ L,~ which says that 
{y I ~0(x, y)} is a convex bounded set cont~ ining x. Thus we can state in Lt(T) 
whether or not two elements of a model li; in the same component. 
(ii) There are 2 ~° completions of the theory of a linear order in L,~, 
Using these facts we can distinguish in L: (T) either 2 ~o distinct orderings of the 
components themselves or 2 s,, distinct o:derings of those components which 
contain a specific n-type whenever T is nc,t Xo-categorical. By using the testing 
fcrmulas and Rubin (Lemma 3.8) we are ~ble to find appropriate n-types which 
c..'1 be used to recover the orderings coded into the models. 
We next use the results for the SA case x o get the general result when S~(T) is 
finite. This is done by induction on IlSl(T)il. If the models of T are not SA and 
St(T) is finite, let q~ be a formula which -~escribes a non-trivial convex subset in 
the models of T. By relativizing the fo-r:mlas of L~(T) to the formula~ ~0(y), 
-,q~(y)^::lx (~(x)A(x> y)) and ~ff,(y)A~]x (q~(x),-,(x< y)) we use the inductive 
hypothesis tc obtain the result for T. 
If the models of T are not SA and it,';~(T)lt=~0, we study the set of convex 
filters and the sets of kernels for countable models of T. 
In this case, let ~lV T such that ~1 is to-saturated. Suppose .91 has infinitely many 
limit kernels. Then, by Rubin's argument we can construct 2~o countable models 
by omitting different sets of limit kernel,,.. For any • ~ ~T there is a p, ~ S~(T) 
such that Po-~ ~. If ~, t/rE-~'r with qb:# ~, then Po# P,. Thus we c;m state in 
Lt(T) whic|l kernels are omitted and which are not. 
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If there is a ~T and a q~c~r  such t~,at ~q. is not No-categorical, then as in 
Rubin's proof we can argue that the stone holds for 91~, where ~ ~.s the countable 
saturated model. Let T* = T(91~). Since ~d. is SA the results al×we give us 2 ~, 
distinct completions in Lt(T*). To get tl:~e same result for LdT) we note thin 
IlSdT*)II~NO and let p be an isolated point in St(T*). We observe tt~at: 
(i) Since ~ is SA, T*t-Yx 3y 3z ~(y<x<z)^p(y)^p(z)). 
(ii) For each q ~ Sn(T*) there is a q'~ S,,(T) such that if t i _  1~t ,  then ~.  
q(ti) iff ~gq'(5).  This follows by [9, (3.8)] and by a use of the testing formulas. 
(iii) If c¢. ~ ~.  and ~'  is obtained from ~ by replacing ~ with ~,  then for all 
(iv) p'_=,~. 
Using this colxespondence we can co~:clude that, for ~ '  as abov~, x e~ iff 
there are y, z e [~'l such that ~'  ~ p'(y) ^  p'(z) A (y < X < Z). 
Let X(X)= ::ly ~Z (p'(y)A p'(z)A(y < X < Z)). Then, by using the correspondence 
between points in S.(T*) and S,~(T) and relativizing formulas in Ltt~F) to ~(x), 
we obtain 2 ~o distinct completions in Lt(T). 
We a re left with the case in which T has only finitely many limit ker~tels and for 
every • e ~r  and every ~ "/. ~ .  is No-c~itegoricaL This is the only c~,~e in v, hich 
T is not No-categorical but /(T, No)<2 "~. For such a T we have fil~itely many 
countable models. We give the details for this part o~ the proof and t~e corollary 
which follows, as these results are used in Section 4. 
Since, for every • e g~r and ~ ~ T, !'~. ~s No-categorical, it follows treat for each 
~ 9~r. the set ~o = {T(fS.) I ~ T} is finite [9, 6.5]. Furthermore. if ~ is isolated 
in ~r, then II~r.II = 1, since in this case ~3~ is definable. 
Thus, any countable model can be completely described by st~.ting which 
convex types • are realized and, for each limit type 4, which model ~ is 
contained in the convex set given by ~. Since 9"¢ is finite for each tI~ there ca,', be 
only a finite number of nonisomorphic countable models. It only remains to show 
that for each countable model • of T, Ta(~) is No-categorical. 
Let ~ T, q~ ~ ~ and I~1,~ 0. Le:t p ,~. S~(T(~.)) and a ~ 1~31¢~ such that ~.  
p(a). Since ~o is No-categorical ther,e caa be only finitely many such !.~fints p, 'all 
of which are isolated in S~(T(~o)). Now Iet p'~ St(T) be such that p' =: tp(a) in ~.  
By a use of the testing formulas, if b ~ l';~lo and p = vp(b) in ~3., then p' =tp(b) 
in ~.  
Let ~t  . . . . .  ~ .  be the nonisomorphic countable models of T. "rhen by the 
above it follows that 
IlSdT) n ~tt~ ~ ItS~(T(m,)/n cqt. 
i= l  
Let Pl . . . . .  Pk be the set of types in St('F)Ng'. Then the formula V~.~ p,(x) is in 
Lt(T). By relativizing, for each non-principal type • and each i, the L,~ theory 
of (~),~ to the formula V~=1 p~(x), we are able to get a complete d~.'scription f
each ~. in LI(T). That is, T~(~) is P.o--categorical for each 1 ~ i~ ~. 
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Corallary 3.2. Let T be a theot), of linear order with fewer than 2 ~,, countable 
models, Then if ~,1 ~ T, ~ countable, sr(Pl) < to + to. 
Proo|,  It automatically follows from Th,~orem 3,1 that sr(~t)~<to+to, so the 
difficulty lie,,; in obtaining a strict inequalit¢. We use the analysis o:[ tl,e last case 
above. 
If T is ~o-categorical the corollary is trb ially true. So let qb be a non-principal 
type in ~:w- Since ff~ is finite there is a fini:e set of statements Sg~_ L,~, such that 
if ~ and ~Sz are countable models of T and (~)~ and (~2), satisfy the same 
formulas in S~,, then ('~t)~ and (~2),~ are isomorphic. 
Let F~ be.. the finite set of ~ypes in St(T" ~.  Let S,~ be the set of formulas S~, 
relativized to the formula V,~,® p(x). Let 
s':-- U s~,. 
~.~. 
Then S' is also a finite set. 
t,et S = L~,~o U {tk [ ~b ~ S'} U {3x V~p~ p( ~:)}, Then if ~ ,  ~2 are countable mod- 
els realizing the same formulas from S thea ~ = ~2. By construction of S' there is 
an n<w such that qr(q~)~to+n for all o~S '  and the corollary follows. 
We now discuss the extension of the ~,,ork done by Martin on the theories of 
one unary operation to the conclusion tt at the strong Martin conjecture is valid 
for such theories. We give here only a ~ew comments on the ideas used in the 
proof of Theorem 3.3 and refer the rea~er to [13] for a complete discussion, 
As Miller notes, by a process of coding such theories into slightly different ones, 
it is sufficient o prove the following theorem. 
Theo~m 3.3. Let T be a theory of a binary, symmetric and irreflexive relation such 
that evey coml~onent of eoery model of ~' has only finitely many loops. Then T 
satL~fies the stn)ng Martin conjecture. 
Proof. In the following, a component is ~: maximum connected set and R is the 
b ina~ relation, By adding a finite set of c,~nstants o each component we can see 
these components as being a union of tre~ s with distinguished elements 0. In this 
context we define, for ~ ~ T, ~ ,  as the sub roe with universe {b ~ I~11 a lies on the 
path connecting b to 0} and distinguished element a. P(~) ={b c t~11 R(b, O) and 
b E~o}. If b ~ 1~t, P(b) = P(~b). 
If US.(T)II>~o for any n, then the theorem is trivially true. So assume 
US.(T)II~ for all n ~ to. This means thtre exists a countable saturated model. 
This model is referred to as 91 in the dis~ ussion bellow. 
Since we are interested in all the cc ,mtabte m ,dels of T, we proceed by 
studying the elementary submodels of the countable saturated model. This allows 
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us to exploit the cutting and pasting techniques used by Miller more f'ally than he 
does in [5]. 
The proof combir~es an analysis of individua, components with a counting 
argument on the number of different yges of components which can appear in a 
model of T, 
If a given component of ~[ ha,~ 2 ~o elementar)" substn~ctures then the cutting 
and pasting techniques are carried out so that 2 ~o distinct submodels of ~l~ can be 
described in L~(T). These submodels are distinguished by stating which limit 
points are realized and omitted, how m~tny distinct points in a specific component 
realize each limit point, and what is the connection between these realizations 
with respect o R. A key lemma used ~n this part of the proof is the follow{ng. 
Lemma 3.4. Let {a~}i<o, be a ~equence of distinct elements of 9/ such that P(a~) 
contains a limit point of T(9/,~). Then I(T, No) = 2 ~" and Theorem 3.3 i~' t~alid for T. 
If no component has 2 ~o elementary substructures we need to ~.'(~nsider the 
different kinds of components which c~n occur. Three cases arise. 
Case 1. All components of £I are N,~-categorical. Then by using the points in 
S~(T) we can describe the number of c~mponents of each type which: appear in a 
model and so .get that T~(~) is No-categorical for ~ ~ T. In this case I(T, bto) = 1, No 
or 2 ~o. 
Case 2. Infinitely many componen~ts ~ have t'~0 elementary s~bstructures. 
Then I(T, No) = 2 ~°- We distinguish 2~o of these in L~(T) by finding, for each such 
¢¢~, a 1-type p~ and a 2-type q~ such that (i) q~ ~ p~, (ii) arbitrarily many distinct 
elements a~ in c¢~ can realize p~, and (iii'~ for each such o~ arbitrarily many elements 
bj ~ ~ can be such that tp(a~bj) =q~. 
Ctz~c 3. Only finitely many components o,~ 9/have No elementary ~'~ubstructures 
and at least one component is not l,qo-calegorical. Then I(T, No) = N0,3r 2 ~o. Using 
the fact that (i) there are only finitely many loops in each component and (ii) only 
finitely many distin~ t elements a e [9/I can be such that a limit point is realized ir. 
9/~, we add a finite s :t of constants 5 Io L and obtain the conjecture for T(,~t, ~). 
These constants repr ;sent an algebraic set ar, d hence can be eliminated to obtain 
the conjecture for T. 
4. Theories of tre~s: a bound on the Scott ranks for theories 
with tewer than 2 ~o coumable mot~els 
The natural question to ask at this point is whether or not the ideas contained 
in Section 3 can be generalized to obt~in the strong Martin conjecture for theories 
of trees. In this section we prove ~L partial result in this direction, na~'aely, if T is a 
theory all of whose models are trees and 1('I, No)< 2 ~', then any countable model 
9/of T must have Scott rank <co::. Tt~e work in this chapter uses ideas contained 
in a paper by Steel, plus the resutlts of Section 3. 
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In this section the word '~ree' means a st: ucture 9I which is partially ordered by 
< and such that for any a ~ 19~ t,{b [ b < a} ~ ; a linearly ordered subset of 9/. Steel 
proves that the Vaught conjecture is vald for theories of trees in countable 
fragments ~f L,,,,~. This generalizes the resu ts obtai~aed by Rubin [9] and the work 
done by Miller [5]. However, SteePs argtu~ent depends on the use of admissible 
sets. We show here that when these theorie.~ are in L~, no argument by means of 
admissible sets is r:eeded and that a nice avihmetic bound on the Scott ranks can 
be found for those theories in / .~  with :ewer than 2 ~o countable models. We 
::onjecture that a closer analysis of the stru,:ture of the models tudied here would 
lead to a proof of the strong Martin conje:ture for these theories. 
We begin our discussion of this probkm with a brief summary of the key 
concepts u:~ed in [1 1]. Throughout this sec:ion, except where L and T are stated 
to be of a different ype, all theories are t]:eories of trees in the language of '<'. 
All theories referred to in Steel's work ar ~ statements in L,~,~,. 
Tt~ followiI~g definitions and notation will be useful in the analysis of the 
stnlcture of trees. For P la 1-odel of a th:~ory of trees and a, b 6 191[, we d~efine 
~'~, ~,  and [a, b] ~, 
Let C,~ = {b ~ 1911[ ::lc ((c ~<ab) A(c ~a) )  and c¢~ be the substructure of ~I. with 
universe C,. The ~¢,'s partition 9I into m~.imal connected subtrees. We call these 
the components of 9[. It should be noted ti~at Steel uses the term 'component' to 
refer to a different concept, however no confusion should arise here since our 
pr(~of does not make use of that concept. 
~)I,~ is the substructure of 9~ with unive-:se {c I a ~c} .  [a, b~ is the substructure 
of 9I with universe {c l (a <~c)/x "-1 (b <~c) -. Note that for all a, b ~ !gA I, [a, b] a ~_ 
Given a countable language L, all cour~able structures of the similari~:y t pe 
given by L can be represented by elemen~:s of ~'2. By means of this coding we 
define, for countable structures 9I, ~o~ = mi~{to~ Ix ~°2 and x codes ~1~}, where to~ 
is the least ordinal not recursive in n. 
Steel begins his proef of the Vaught coni ecture by assuming there is a sentence 
q~ ~ L~,  for which the conjecture fails. He i.; able to conclude by a theorem due to 
Sacks that there must be a model 91 of q~ fcr which csr(~) = o~. He then proceeds 
to construct 2~o nonisomorphic countable models which are ,~-equivalent to Pl, 
where A = qr(¢) + to. 
A key lemma used by Steel in his work and also used in our proof is: 
Lemmta 4,1 (Steel 2.1.3). Let ~ be a con;tected tree, and L a maximal linearly 
ordered subset of t9[t. Let )~ be a limit ordint~ ! such that for all a, b ~ L, ~r([a, b~) < 
h. and there are fev, er than 2 ~o structures ,~- ~quivalent to (91, L ). Then csr((9.I, L))<~ 
~,.3. 
We prove a stronger form of this lemma for theories in L,~. This enables us to 
eliminate the arguments depending on th'. properties of an admissible set. The 
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technique used in the proof uses the results from Section 3 and so canno~ be 
immediately adapted to strengthen Lemma 4.1. It is import, ant to note that 
Lemma 4.1 itself does not depend on an argument involving admissigle sets, 
We now restrict our attention to theories in / ,~  and prove the follew;a~g 
theorem. 
Theo~r~ 4.2. Let T be a theory of t~ees in L~ such that T has fewer than 2~,, 
countable models. ]~ten for all ~I = ~, csr(?l) < ~z. 
We first prove some lemmas Which will enable us to show, roughly, that il the 
Scott rank of a model ~I of T is high, then the Scott rank of certain substructures 
of 9/must also be high. Except where specified, all theories are th,~odes in L~ 
and all models are countable. 
Part of the analysis below parallels the work done by Steel. In th,:se cases it is 
necessary to get rid of the arguments using the boundedness principal and take a 
closer look at the Scott ranks. In other cases the arguments cannot be sufficiently 
revised and a new approach is needed, 
Lemma 4.3. Let ~ be a connected ~e and M a maximal linearly on:!ered subset of 
1911 such that there are fewer than 2 ~,, countable models elementarily equivalent to 
(91, M),. Let A be a lir,~it ordinal s~ch that [or all ,:~, b~ M sr[a, b]~<A. Then 
sr((~l, M)) < max{A, o + o}. 
lhroot. Define an equivalence r lation on [~1 as follows. If a, b ~ I~t, then a ~ b if 
for all c ~ M, c ~ a iff c <~ b. Denote the substuctures of ~I with u~iverse one of 
these classes by [a]. We will loosely refer to equival,~nce lasses when we mean 
either these substructures or the sets forming thei:: universe. Note that each 
equivalence class contains ~L most one element of ~ 
The linear order on M induces a linear ordering of ti~e equivalence classes in 
the following way. For a, a e I~II let [a] ~< [b] if for ,ill c e M, c <~ tt implies that 
e~<b. 
We claim that there are only finitely many equiw~lence lasses [a] such that 
sr([a]) > oJ. This is the same as saying that only finitely ninny classes [a] are not 
No-categorical. 
Suppose that there are infinitely many such classes. Let {[a~<,~ be a strictly 
increasing or strictly decreasing sequence of them uuder the orde:ing described 
above. For each X c t~ we construct a model (~ ,  M) elementarily equivalent to 
(~l, M). Note that it must b~ the ca:~e that for all a e I'~1, T([a]) has ~!ewer than 2 ~ 
countable models and hence has a prime model. 
If [a]#[o~] for any i<¢o let ~.~ be the prime model of T([a]). For each 
a~, i<oJ, let T~ = T([a~]). Since T~ is not No-categorical, a theorem due to Vaught 
[12] implies that T~ has at least three nonisomorphic countable m~xtels. Let ~g~ 
and @j be two of these, neither of which is the prime model of T~. 
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Construct he model (~,  M) by replacin ; each ecmivalence cla:;s [a], where 
[a le  [a~] for any i, by ~,  the classes [a~] wit~ i ~ X by ~¢~, and the classes [o~] with 
i~ X by ~il~. For a ~ I~l[ let [a]' be the structu~'e r placing [a] in 9A~. If [a] is a class 
in ~t and there is a b ~[a] such that 91~ M(b) let ~d~ M(c) where c is the smallest 
element in [a]'. No other elements of 91~ ~re in M. For c,d~[91,,I, let c~d iff 
there are a, b ~ I?t I such that c ~ [a]' and d ~ b] '  and (i) 91~ ~ M(c) and [a] ~<[b] or 
(ii) ~a]=[b] and c ~t"rd. 
By Th,~'orem 1.1, (91~, M)~(2L M). Also, if X, Y~to and X,~ Y, then (~I,~,M) 
is not isomorphic to (~v, M). This gives ts  2 ~o countable models elementarily 
equivalent to (9i, ML proving the claim. 
Enumerate all finitary statements in the language of {'<',/~r} as {¢~}~<,~. Form a 
new language L' containing the symbols '<',/~/ and a countable set of unary 
relation symbols (~]}k,~. We define strucUxes ~,  ~o and ~1 in the language L' 
from the model 91 in the following way. 
Let {a~ . . . . .  o.~} be a finite set of eleme~:s of ~ such that {[a~] . . . . .  [a]} is the 
set of a'~l equivalence classes which are no: Ro-categorical, if any exist. Assume 
that [a~]<[ai~] for i</'. If the set abow' ~s not the empty set, let ao, o~+~ be 
elements of M such that [aoJ<[a~] and io~]<[o,,+~]. If the set is empty, let 
ao, a,+~ by any two elements of M such fl~at [ao]<[c~+l]. If a~ is the minimum 
element or a, is the maximum element of M, the discussion below can be 
modified by eliminating the models 91o ancl ~o or 91~ and ~.  
Let S ~ ]91[ be a complete set of representatives of distinct equivalence classes. 
Assume that {ao . . . . .  a,+~}~_S and that M.~S. L,:t [~[= S. For b~ c~l~31,~gb~c 
iff [b] ~;[c] in ~[. ~ ~ M(b) iff ~1 ~ M(b). ~ ~ U b) if[ [b]~ q~, that is, iff ~ ~ T([b]). 
Let ~o be the substructure of ~ with unL c.rse IBol = {b ~ i~t [ b ~ ao} and ~ the 
substructure of ~ with unh,erse l~d={l  ~t~ltb~>a~,+~}. Also let 91o be the 
substructure of (91, M) with universe {a ~ ~tl there is a c ~ M with a ~[c, ao] ~} 
and 91~ be the substructure of (91, M) witl- universe {a ~ t911  a ~ a,÷x}. 
Since T((~I, M)) has fewer than 2 ~o cou atable models, it follows by Theorem 
1.1 that the same is true of T((91o, M}), "/((~, M)) and T(([ao. a,÷a] a, M)). We 
claim that T(~5o) and T(~0 must also hax e fewer than 2 ~o countable models. 
For suppose that ~)'~gT(~,) for i - -0 ,1 .  For each b~l~'~l let X~= 
{j" ~ (o 1~'~ Ui(b)}. Note that by compactt ess {¢il] ~ X~} is a consistent set of 
formulas. 
We construct a model of T(,~I~) which re :lects the structure of ~'~ as follows. For 
each b ~ 1~'~t let 91(b) ~/~x~ ~. Assume t l  at b ~ 191(b)1, l~I(b)l ~ 191@)1 = O if b ¢-- c, 
and that b is the least element of ?[(b) W~enever ~'~M(b). 
Let 91'~ be the structure with universe ~i'i l=~t,~il 19I(b)l. Define 91'i~M(c) iff 
c ~t~'~t and !l~'~M(c). ?l'~c<-d iff 
(i) ~,l;~M(c) and d~l,°i(b)t for some b ~uch that ~'~c~d,  or 
(ii) there is a b ~ l~'~l such that c, d e I?[ b)i and 91(b) ~ c ~< d. 
It is easy to see that 91': ---- 91~ by an a~ptication of Ehrenfeucht games. The 
correspondence b tween the formulas ~, ~ ~3 the m~ry relations Ui allows player 
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II to combine a winning strategy for the game on ~ at.'d ~5, wlth a winning 
strategy on the classes [b] and Eb'] which are n-equivalent with respect o a fixed 
finite set of relations. 
Now suppose that fB'[ ~-~.  Let ?I',' be obtained from ~" as 9I~ was from ~'~. Then 
any isomorphism f:917--* . . . .  ~;', induces an isomorphism frt~m ~'~ onto ~.  It 
follows that I (T(~i),  No) < 2 ~°, pro,:ing the claim. 
By The3rem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 we conclude that Tt(~gt) is tl,~-categoricai 
and in fa~t sr(~)<o~+to. 
Let R~ --: ~losr~ S~, where N~ is the set of nonprincipal convex filters in ~t-(~i), 
and S~, is as in Corollary 3.2. Let B'.~ be the set of formulas obtained from those in 
R~ by replac:ing each instance of L~ by % for ]<to. Let mi =max{~lr(~b) ] ¢~ R[}. 
Then ok<to  
Let sr(~i) = tz~ < to + to. Let ('~, M) be a countable model which it; (al + m~ + 1)- 
equivalent to (~l~, M). Any model of T(~I~, M) gives us a unique model of T (~)  in 
th~ manner in w'dch ~ is derived from (9I~, M). Furthermore, si~ct; each [~]~ ~li 
is No-categrrical, we get a 1-1 correspondence b tween the countable models 
which are (t~ + ok + 1)-equivalent to (,°I~, M) and those which are a~ -equivalent to 
~,. Hence (~¢, M) = (~,I i, M), aad sr((~,I, M)) < to + to. 
By our h~qpothesis, r([oo, tq+t]~)<A. Let t~o, Ot, and t~2 be minimal Scott 
sentences for (9.1 o, M), (~It, M). and ([ao, a~+ll n, M) respectively. Then ~o and $~ 
have quantifier ank strictly less than to + to. Since M is definable from a~÷~ in 
[ao. an +x] ~, qr(¢2) < A. Consider th,~ formula 0 ---- ~x ~y [¢~o ~)  A ¢~ ~'~') ^¢~'~) ] .  
Then for any countable structtlre (~g,M)~O,(¢e,M)~-(~,M). Since qr(0)< 
max{A, to + ¢o}, the lemma is proved. 
It is important for the following work to note that if we mbstitute the 
hypothesis (i),{% . . . . .  a~} is ~mch that if [a ]# [oi] for any l~<i~ < n, then [a] is 
No-categorical; for the hypothesis (ii) sr([ao, a,,+l])< A, we can argue as above to 
obtain the following bound: sr((!!l, M}) < max(a + n + 1, ~ + to), w here a is the 
least ordinal such that sr([a~])~ a for all i. 
Lemma 4.4. Let ~I be a connected tree and M a linearly ordered subset of [~)l[, not 
necessarily definable in 91, su,ch that if x ~ M, y c M and x < z < y, then z ~ M. I f  
I(T(~I),No)<2~% then there are a~ most tinitely many a e M such that T([a] ~) is 
not No-categorical, where [a]" is defined from M as above. 
Proof. Let ?l-<~ with bo~ l!~t satisfying A~M bo~ a. Let N = {l, c l~l l b <. boL 
Then M~_ N, and, for a ~ 19/I, [a] ~'f -=-[a] ~. N is definable in ~ from bo, and hence 
there are fewer than 2 ~o cotmtabte strictures (qg, N) elementarily equivalent to 
(~, N). Now the argument proceeds as in the proof of Lemma 42, to obt~in the 
result. 
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Lemm~ 4,5. Let ~1. e T where T has fewer than 2 ~o countable models. If ~ is a 
component of ~, tht n either 
(i) T(~) has only 1~nitely many countable models, or 
(ii) T(~) has inli~titely many countable n odels, and there is an N <w such that 
no model of T has more tha~ N compone~ :s which are models of T(~). Further- 
more, {T(q~) t~ is a component in some rood rl of "1, and T(~g) is not No-categorical} 
is a ]inite set. 
Proot, Since T has fewer than 2 ~' coun!able models, T has a countable co- 
saturated model ~t~. Apply Theorem 1.1 tc 9~. 
Lemma 4.6. Let 9.1~ T where T has fewer tl:an 2 ~o countable models. If e~ is a limit 
erdinal, e~ ~ co~, and sr(~') < a for all comI,~,:r~nts ~ of ~I, then sr(~) < a. 
Proof. Suppose all components ~ ~ff ~I h~ ve Scott rank <a.  Let {~}~<~, where 
M~<~o, be a set of representatives of tl~e components of 92, one from each 
isomorphism type. For i<M let n~<co |,e the number of copies of c¢~ which 
appear in ~. Let 0~ be a miv;mal Scott sen ence for ~ .  Then for each i, qr(0~) < ,x. 
By Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 1.2, qr(O~)< ~2 whenever n~ = co. Let 
S~ = {i t i < M and n, =- co, and T(' ~) is not No-categorical}, 
S~.~--.{ili<M and "/'(~) is No-ca:egoric',d}, 
S3~:{i [ i<M,  n~ <~,  T (~)  has o:dy finitely many countable models, 
and T(qg~) is not No-cate~:orical}, 
and 
S4={i[ i  <M,  r~ <co, and T (~)  has infinitely many countable models}. 
Then S~, $3, and $4 are finite sets. 
For k = 1, 2, 3, 4 let t~ be the stateme~t which tells for each i ~ Sk how many 
components in ~ are models of 0~. Let n < w be such that if T (~)  has only finitely 
many countable models, then qr(0~) < c~ • n. Th~n qr(~lq) < co • (n + 1), qr(q~2) ~< 
to + co, qr(qsa) < co • (n + 1), and qr(tk.~) < c~. Then if ~ is a cotmable model, ~ ---=~ , 
where/3 = max{qr(qJ4), co(n+ 1)} for n as above, we must have ~=,~t. 
Lemma 4./,  Suppose T has fewer than 2 ~, countable models and ~ T, 9~ counta- 
ble and connected. Suppose further that ~r(~)~c~, for a a limit ordinal >-co + co. 
Then there is an o ~ I~,iI such that sr(~t,)~ a. 
l~of .  Suppose there is no such a. Le~ a ~ I~1; then sr(~A~)=3' < a. Let M= 
{b ~ I~II I b ~ a]. For b ~ M, b 4: a, sr(9-1b) < ~'~ implies by Theorem ~.1 that sr([b]) < 
a, where [b] is defined as in the proof of Lemma 4.3. By Lemma 4.4, there is a 
finite set {a~ . . . . .  a,,}c_[b, a] ~ such tha~ for all ce[b,  a]~,[c]~[a~] for any i 
implies that [e] is No-categorical. So t:y the note following Lemma 4.3 we 
conclude that sr([b, aT)  < ~. 
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Let ~ be the substructure of ~[ with universe (c¢t~ll ~(c>a)t. Then M is 
definable in 9.I from a;  hence M is definable in • from a. Thus T((~, M)) has 
fewer than 2 ~o countable model:~,. By Lemma 4.3 it follows that sr((~, M) )<~.  
Thus, sr((~, a ) )<et  and so also ~r(~3)<et. 
Let ~, be a minimal Scott sentence for ~ and O a minimal Scott sentence for ~, .  
Then the statement :Ix (O'~>'~A0 t~'~) gives 9I up to isomorplaism and has 
quantifier ank <~, proving the lemma. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Suppose ~T,  where T is. as in Theorem 4.2, and sr(.°~>~to 2. 13y Lemma 4.6 
there is a component ~ of ~d~ with sr(C~)>~ to 2. So assume that 2[ is connected. By 
Lemma 4.7 there is an a ~ ~11 with sr(~,)>~ to2. We consider two ca:;es, drawing a 
contradiction from each. 
Case 1. For every a e [VII, if si(9.I~) >~ to2, then there exist b, c ~ I9[! with sr(gfb) 
to2, sr(2[~)>~to 2, a < b, a < c, but b and c are incomparable. 
As is observed in [11], we car~ obtain sequences (hi [i < to) and (,~i [ i < to) such 
that for all i < to, bi < b~+~, bz < G~, a~ and b~+~ are incomparable, a~ld sr(9tb,) ~ to2 
and sr(~l[,~) t> to2. 
Let M be a maximum line~.rly ordered subset containing {b~ii <,o}. Since 
sr(gA~) >I toz, [a~] is not Ro-categorical, where [ai] is the equivalenc~. • class defined 
with respect o M. By the const:~action f the sequence, [a~] ~ [a~] whenever i¢: j. 
This contradicts Lemma 4.4, giving us 2 ~o countable models elementary equival- 
ent to 9A. 
C~e 2. There is an a ~ I~1 v~ith sr(C~[a)>~to 2 such that M = {b E l~tllb ~ a and 
sr(~b)/> toz} ~s a linearly ordered set. M must have the following l~roperties: 
(i) M~ (a}. For consider the substructure ~ of ~ with universe [~[ -{a} .  If 
sr(~) < to~, then the same is true of 9A,. So, by Lemma 4.6, some cc,mponet~t g of 
has Scott rank >~to~. It follt~ws from Lemma 4.7 that there is a b e 1~?1 with 
sr(9~b) ~> to~. 
(if) M is unbounded. For suppose there is a bet.~ll su~:h that M_  
{x [ a ~< x ~< b}. Then by proper~' (i) sr(Od~) < to~. Furthermore, by the: hy~otlaesis of
Case 2 and the argument of property (i), if c e [a, b] ~, then sr[c] < o., :. By the note 
following Lemma 4.3 it follow!~, that sr[a, b] ~ < to:, and so sr(~t~)-z toz. 
(iii) For every c~M and a, : : to z, there is a del°d~t such that sr:id]~>a, where 
[d] is as fin l.x'~mma 4.3. 
Suppose not. Let ceM and ,~ -to2 be such that for all de[9t, l ,sr[d]<a,a a 
limit ordinal ~>to + to. VTe shox~ that sr(,~I~)< to2, arriving at a contradiction. 
Consider all countable modelis ~ T and all substructures of the form ~ where 
csr(~,) < a + to. Let {0~}~<,~ be ~n enumeration of the canonical Scott sentences of 
these substructures. Then qr(0,.)<a +to -2  for all i. 
For all d>e,  sr[c,d]<ct by the assumptions above and the note following 
Lemma 4.3. Thus csr[c, d]<cr  +to. Furthermore, there must be fewer than 2 ~o 
countable models which are a+to-2 -equNa lent  to (~,M) ,  since if 
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(~,M)  =- . . . .  ,(~21oM), then ~O~M(x)~--~TV~<~OI ~' . This means that M is 
definable in ~ in the language L,+~.2. Applying Lemma 4.1, it follows that 
esr((ga~, M>)-< (a + co. 2). 3 < to2. 
Let ~ be the canonical Scott sentenc~ of (gA,, M). Let $' be the statement 
obtained by replacing every intaance o~ the predicate M(x) by the formula 
-1V~,  ~a "~'~. Then 0' is a Scott sentence for ~I~ and qr(0')<to 2.
Properties (i)~(iii) gi~e us a sequence ot distinct elements (o~ ] i < to) in M such 
that sr(Ia~])~ to+ to. This means that [a~] :s not No-categorical for all i<  to, again 
contradicting Lemma 4.4. This gives us T :, countable models elementary equival- 
ent to ~ and hence also for ~. 
In both cases, the assumption that sr(~l)>~ ,2 leads to a contradiction, and the 
theorem is proved. 
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